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In his journals 1 describing his travels in America during the first decade of the 19th century, John Mellish
wrote of the pioneer township of Cincinnati; “As the people are becoming wealthy, and polished in
their manners, probably a manufactory of piano-fortes would do, on a small scale.” This particular
account of Melishs‘ travels, along with associated authors who described the young America and
recommended suitable industry, would be published and widely read throughout America, Great Britain,
and the Continent, and would have the effect of acting as a recruitment tool for peopling the young
North American continent from Europe and the increasingly congested East Coast of the United States 2.
Early Cincinnati was a destination of a large contingent of Germans who came in the first wave of
immigration late in the 18th century to settle along the Ohio River plain. From its founding in 1788 by
pensioned revolutionary war soldiers who were promised land for service, it grew from 500 in 1790 to
10,000 by its incorporation as a city in 1819, with a population estimated to be 20% German by 1840 3.
These Germans established livelihoods through a vast array of businesses, and their letters home would
result in a second large wave of immigration to the city beginning in the late 1820s.
George Charters, a Scotsman who learned piano-forte building in London, but having lived and made
pianos in New York from 1796 4, arrived in Cincinnati in 1819 and set up shop at 5th between Main and
Sycamore. Charters was also a founding member of the loosely organized Apollonian Society, who gave
musical performances and organized theater events at the local halls and beer gardens, and which
remained in existence until 1828, marking the first musical era of Cincinnati. Charters built piano-fortes
based on the English style of construction, generally from five to five and a half octaves.
By 1825 the City Directory 5 showed two other piano builders joining Charters, Francis Garrish (Vine
between 2nd and 3rd) and Aaron Golden (alley between Main and St. Clair). John Imhoff, age 20, arrived
the next year (1826) to set up shop as a fancy goods and music retailer, and later factored in the
biography of Reuss. Imhoffs’ store, on Main Street between 3rd and 4th street placed him in the heart of
downtown and in prominent view. An 1822 census of manufacturers within the United States describes
a Cincinnati piano making firm employing “three men and a boy”, producing pianofortes to the value of
$250 to $400 6. The firm of Steel (Eliphalet) and Clark (Isaiah) began producing pianos in 1828 at
Sycamore between 5th and 6th street.
Andreas Reuss was born April 8, 1799 in Bad Kissingen, Germany, to Andreas and Eva (ne Degant, also
quoted as Dean) Reuss, who were married Feb. 21, 1797. Reuss clearly trained on the manufacture of
pianos employing the Viennese action, sometimes referred to as prellmechanik, based on surviving
instruments built under his name. He later described himself as arriving from Vienna, and without any
real piano building tradition in Bad Kissingen, we can infer that he left for Vienna at an early age to learn
the craft from such houses as Andre Stein or J.A. Knam, whose instruments are similar in construction to
Reuss.

Reuss arrived in Cincinnati in late 1830, and immediately anglicized his first name to Andrew, under
which he was known for the rest of his life. The City Directory of 1831 lists his shop at No. 130 Main
Street 7. Francis Garrish and the firm of Steel and Clark was also listed, Golden had departed the city, and
Israel Schooley appeared, described there as a piano-forte maker, though historical sources describe
him as principally an organ builder 8. Edward Blackburn is described as a cabinet maker in earlier
directories, but by 1831 had changed to piano-forte maker, with a shop at 5th and Western Row. It is
possible that these smaller builders were now principally supplying the firms who manufactured finished
pianos with case work, keyboards, etc.
Reuss was described in “Document Relating to the Manufacturers in the United States, collected and
transmitted to the House of Representatives, in Compliance with a Resolution of January 12 1832, by
the Secretary of the Treasury, Vol. II, 1832” as follows:
A[ndrew] Reuss, piano forte and pedal harp manufacturer. Pianos of every kind, harps from one
to seven pedals; cabinet pianos as high as $700, usual price $350 to $500. Pianos are made of better
quality in the United States than in Europe. From the large share in value, which arises from the
amount of labor bestowed in making them, a reduction in the duty would be fatal to this branch of
manufacture, which is already struggling for existence. He made four pianos the last year, value
$2000, does all his own work; employs mahogany veneers, and bird’s eye and curled maple plank.

The next extant City Directory of 1834 featured a prominent advertisement by Reuss:

The move from No. 130 Main near the Ohio River to the east side of Walnut Street between 4th and 5th
street, occurred in September 1834, as Reuss gives notice:

“Removal / A. Reuss, Piano Forte Manufacturer, formerly of Vienna, respectfully informs his
friends, and the public, that he has removed his Piano Manufactory, and Music store, to the east side of
Walnut street, between Third and Fourth; where a variety of Pianos of his own Manufacture, and
warranted in every respect, may be procured.
A.R. does not intend to trouble the public with repeated and elaborate puffs, but wishes his instruments
to be placed on the proper basis of their own merits.
Although the citizens of Cincinnati have been informed, that there are Pianos imported here, which are
boldly affirmed to be superior to any thing of the kind ever offered in this city:- yet, from a long and
careful study in the first manufactories of Europe – From the unqualified approbation expressed by all
who have purchased his Pianos, and the universal commendation bestowed upon them by Professors and
Amateurs, during a residence of four years in Cincinnati, A.R. feels confident in the assertion, that the[y]
are unsurpassed in mechanism, finish, touch, or tone, by any instruments ever offered for sale in this city,
of either European or American manufacture. / Tuning and repairing will be done as above. / Sep 17
[1834]”
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He was clearly marketing to wealthy German families by emphasizing his connection to Vienna and
imported German materials, though the wood types chosen speak more to types found in typical high
end American furniture of the time.
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Square piano circa 1834/35 by A. Reuss, Walnut St. Cincinnati, collection of the author

The piano is triple strung in the treble and tenor, and double strung in the lower bass, without any over
spun bass strings, in keeping with the Austrian piano building tradition. The light weight hammers give
an easy response, and the action touch is shallow compared to English and American built, English
tradition pianos of the time. Two additional pedals produce a drum and bell ring, know as Jannisarry
stops, and a bassoon stop in the bass and tenor, popular in the late 1820s to mid 1830s Viennese pianos.

Drum beater and bell for Janissary

Bassoon (marbled paper loop on wooden batten)and moderator tabs

Detail from S. A. Mitchell Jr.’s 1860 map of Cincinnati, Ohio, from the 1864 edition of Mitchell’s New General Atlas. The red oval
marks the location of Reuss’ piano factory on Walnut in the 1830s. The blue rectangle marks his operation from ~1843 to 1850.
Most of the addresses for piano forte makers fall within the boundary of this detail.

The 1836 directory showed Reuss boarding at Cyrus Coffins’, a large recently established boarding house
on the east side of Walnut between 3rd and 4th, which later became the Masonic Hall. At this point Reuss
was making perhaps 8 – 12 pianos per year, which were generating a fair amount of profit for him. On
the death of his father, he commissioned a memorial for the Balthazar chapel in Bad Kissingen for his
father, mother and sister. A marriage certificate 11 shows that Andreas and Eva were married in this
same chapel.

"Last, Oh dear Father, Mother, Sister / rest in peace in this silent
grave / From your son, 'tis the thing he gave / dedicated to you by
whom that now bitterly cries / but Virtue's true reward in eternity lies."

Set in the year 1836 / by Andreas Reuss, Piano Forte maker in
Cincinnati, Ohio, North America " Among them [father, mother,
sister]: Andreas Reuss, died on April 30, 1835 - / Eva Reuss. ne Dean,
died on November 6, 1833 / Gertrude Inches, born Reuss, died on
Nov. 22, 1831 / Lord, give them eternal rest!

Translation: Agnes Reuss

Note the similarity of the memorial geometry and the pedal lyre of the Reuss piano, indicating a design
theme by Reuss.

By 1836 John Imhoffs’ business has grown large enough that he took out a prominent advertisement in
the 1836 City Directory 12:

Imhoff was one block away from Reuss’ shop, and the addition of musical instruments could have
signaled that Reuss would be selling out of Imhoffs’ premises. Other makers in the city now included
Isaiah Clark, piano maker, N side 5 n Sycamore, John Clark , piano maker, 3rd between Pike and Butler,
William Pommer, piano forte manufacturer, N' E corner Main and 8th and Edward Blackburn, Harrison
between Broadway & Pike. Additionally the directory shows William Nixon (piano forte saloon, S E.
corner 4th and Walnut) and William Nash (S side 3rd between Main and Walnut) running large piano
instruction schools for young ladies near the shops of Imhoff and Reuss, ensuring a steady customer
base.

A piano featuring a unique right bentside curve and now adopting the use of the iron string plate and
bracing appeared in the late 1830s. The pedal lyre is not shown but reduces the pedal choices to the
conventional two; damper and moderator.

The synergy with Imhoff’s store obviously led to partnership between Imhoff and Reuss, for by 1839 we
see the following advertisement in the city directory 13:

Other dealers whose primary business was mirrors also sold pianos, a marketing and sales strategy for
home décor that can be seen today at boutique home stores.

Advertisement from 1836 City Directory

Reuss continued manufacturing pianos at his Walnut street address under his own name, but is now
partnered with Imhoff, presumably to enhance his selling power. This would mark the high point in
business for both of these gentlemen. At this point, the US Census of 1840 lists Reuss as the head of a
house hold of 6, which included his wife Bata (born Feb 16, 1801), one child later identified as Andrew

(Born 1835), a second child Betha, age ~1, and two others who are yet unidentified. John Imhoff and his
wife Mary, and young son (John, born 1837) who were now boarding with the Reuss family must have
been counted separately. Two other gentlemen who were clerks for Imhoff & Reuss are listed in the
1839 directory as boarding with Reuss, but are gone by 1840 when the census was taken, one of whom,
William Ballauf, also late from Germany, will figure prominently in the future.
In 1839 the number of persons identifying themselves in the piano trade is up sharply.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

T. B. Mason, Professor of music and dealer in piano-fortes, Keeps constantly for sale an
assortment of pianos from all the most celebrated manufacturers in the United States, at
manufacturer’s prices / pianos securely packed for transportation
JOHN BRITTING PIANO FORTE manufacturer and IMPORTER OF VIENNA PIANOS,
NORTH Canal STREET, 2 doors East of Vine.
All orders thankfully received, and executed with
neatness and despatch. N. B.—TUNING and REPAIRING done at the shortest notice.
Imhoff and Reuss, sign of the violin, No. 169 Main street, Cincinnati, Importers of English,
French, and German Fancy goods and musical instruments of all descriptions, jewelry, cutlery,
toys and etc., Pianos of all descriptions always for sale, also looking glass plates of any size by
the box.
Barnhart, Daniel (Pa) Piano-maker at Geo Kiel's,
Blackburn, Edward (Eng) Piano Mkr, res, Ss Harrison street,
Imhoff, John (Ger) [I & Reuss] bds at A Reuss'.
Reuss, Andrew (Ger) /res. Walnut b 3d and 4lh.
Rohmann, A. B. (Ger) Dry-goods Mer 175 Main, bds at Reuss'.

Nash and Nixon, Pommer, and both Clarks are no longer listed by this time, demonstrating the rapid
turnover in business, though Nash and Nixon will return in subsequent years.
John Britting in particular seemed eager to make a splash, as we see in his advertisement:

Advertisement from 1839 City Directory

Britting would continue in business through 1853 but the business diminished in the 1840s and he
disappears by 1855.
In 1841 Reuss’ young daughter (b. Sept. 18, 1839, d. Nov. 22 1841) died and a marker appears today in
the family plot. The child may not actually be buried here as the plot appears to date from a later
period. This loss of a child may have been dramatic for Reuss’ family, for several events seem to
precipitate around this time.

and
Betha Reuss
Died Nov 22
1841
Aged 2 Years
2 months
And 4 days

When the City Directory is again published in 1843, the partnership between Imhoff and Reuss has been
dissolved. Imhoff has taken the family to live at Franklin Boarding House on Main between 3rd and 4th, so
across the street from his store. This need not have been an unhappy parting, as three more children
were born to Imhoff in the intervening years (Christian, Madeline, and Susan) and such a large family
would need expanded quarters. Also, the musical scene in Cincinnati had shifted downward as the
second era of musical life came to an end, and the city grew more strained under the growth of river
commerce. Piano technology had moved beyond the instruments that Reuss was familiar with building
as well. In Baltimore, the Viennese action builders had converted to more traditional English actions, or
marriages of English and American approaches, which is documented in Newman pianos.

Reuss himself moved his operation to smaller quarters at 5th street between Elm and Plum, and took a
house in Millcreek Township, an upscale neighborhood. William Ballauf on the other hand, had turned
his hand to becoming a shop owner with much success. Ballauf would continue to figure prominently in
musical life in Cincinnati and was a founder of a choral society there.

Advertisement
from City
Directory 1843

Reuss continued at his 5th street address until 1850 when we lose sight of him in the directory, probably
signaling his retirement. His wife Bata died in 1853 at age 52 and Reuss had a large obelisk erected for
her and as a family plot in Spring Grove Cemetery in 1854.

Andrew Reuss
Died July 23, 1866
Aged 67 Years, 3 mos, 15 days
Bata
His Wife
Died July 26, 1853
Aged 52 Years, 5 mos, 10 days
Lord on thee I leaned
And in thy Strength reposed
For thou hast granted my
request
And fulfilled all my longings

He set his son Andrew up as a merchant, who is listed in the 1860 census as a Coal Merchant with a
capital worth of $2000, a significant sum. Andrew joined the 2nd Infantry Regiment Ohio in April of

1861, and was mustered out on July 1, 1861 on disability, shortly before the Battle of Bull Run. The son
would live in Cincinnati for the rest of his life, and is buried with his family in a separate plot in Spring
Grove.
Andrew Reuss the piano forte maker clearly made the most of the opportunities presented in a pioneer
boom town of the first half of the 19th century in America, ultimately acquiring enough wealth to retire
and set his son up in a handsome business. His surviving pianos are richly appointed, and the design
sufficiently attractive to have allowed several to survive, despite their losing currency quickly against the
ever more powerful instruments being made at the time. The action design of a Viennese arrangement
in particular is ill equipped to produce stentorian results, and is more suitable to a lightly strung
instrument. As these early pianos faded against the much heavier and robust pianos arriving from the
East Coast, Reuss’ design was marginalized and eventually replaced, as would occur in Baltimore MD
where a similar concentration of the German piano tradition was active contemporaneous to Reuss.
Andrew Reuss died July 23rd, 1866 and is buried with his wife in Spring Grove Cemetery.
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One editorial takes the affidavit editor of the (Daily) Republican newspaper (Hamilton County newspaper started in 1824; so this is clearly one
of the other papers) to task over failure to properly cover the story of the gold coin counterfeiting scandal, (which had resulted from the Mint
Act of June 1834, where gold weight was reduced). The editorial is only fragmentary, but it is clear enough on the sentiment that the Daily
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care of the Poor”. Now, the libeler who made this accusation, knew it was false at the time he made it; and so we believe did all those
pensioned presses who printed the libel; for although Mr. Webster has entirely denied having uttered such a sentiment, at a……… and upon any
occasion, and challenged……….’ (here we lose the text again to geometry and dowels.)
All this refers to an accusation against Webster, trying to cast doubt on his devotion to the common man, and is a perfect story for us, as it was
large enough to have been documented (Webster makes a written denial on Aug. 5 1834) but small enough to only have meaning in a topical
use, meaning that the storm over the issue blew over quickly and was replaced by others. So all this leads us to a date for the newspaper of late
1834 or early 1835.
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